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Abstract
Complementing the research of surface plasmon polariton vortices for Archimedean spiral structures
grooved in gold platelets, we here study the analogous positive structure of anArchimedean spiral
consisting of bent gold nanorods.We consider spirals of two different sizes, for whichwe perform
numerical calculationswith the boundary elementmethod. For amicrometer-sizedmetallic structure
we show that the scattered electricfield forms a vortex in the centre of the spiral.When the spiral is
illuminated by orbital angularmomentum light, the topological charge of the vortex can be controlled.
For a nanometer-sized plasmonic Archimedean spiral wefind that the response to optical excitation is
governed by several resonances.When the nanostructure is excited by orbital angularmomentum
light, different resonances appear compared to the excitationwith planewaves. Our results highlight
that the distinct architecture of the Archimedean spiral responds in a uniqueway to the excitationwith
orbital angularmomentum light.

1. Introduction

Recently it was shown that by grooving Archimedean spiral structures in a gold nano platelet, the surface
plasmon polariton (SPP)field forms a vortex in the centre of the structure [1–7]. The femtosecond dynamics of
the formation of the plasmonic vortex can be studied using time-resolved two-photon photoemission electron
microscopy [8]. Such structures can be used as plasmonic lenses by focusing the lightfield to subwavelength
dimensions [9–12].While for the SPP the field is confined at the two-dimensional surface, there is the optical
analogue of a vortex field, known as orbital angularmomentum (OAM) light. OAM light also has a vortex at the
beamaxis andwas shown to carryOAMand is characterized by its helical wavefront [13, 14]. A difference
between SPP andOAM light are their wavevectors forming the vortex: while the evanescent SPP have an
imaginarywavevector perpendicular to the interface and thus the confinement is associatedwith a transverse
spin [15], OAM light has a real wavevector alsowith a component pointing along the propagation direction.

OAM light has recently gained a lot of interest, because theOAMcan be used to encode information in the
phase of the light beam [16–19], whichmakesOAM light, with its unlimited number of states, attractive for
further quantum information and communication technologies [20–22]. For the use ofOAM light in
applications an efficient generation and detection of theOAM is needed, for which plasmonic structures have
been suggested [23–29]. This leads to the immediate question: Is the Archimedean spiral architecture suited to
generate and detect OAM light in air?

In this paper, we study the interaction ofOAM lightwith the unique structure of the Archimedean spiral.We
show that indeed the Archimedean spiral structure offers the possibility to generate a vortex in the free optical
field by considering amicrometer-sized structuremade of bent gold nanorods. Therebywe complement the
studies on vortex generation on the groovedArchimedean spirals in gold surfaces. Placing a quantum emitter at
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the vortex can be used to excite unusual transitions [30].We analyse the response of amicrometer-sized
Archimedean spiral structure to the excitationwithOAM light, showing that the topological charge of the vortex
can be controlled by excitingwith light having differentOAM.

We further study a nanometer-sized Archimedean spiral structure.Motivated by the fact that for plasmonic
nanostructures dark resonances can be excited byOAM light [29, 31], we look at the resonances of plasmonic
Archimedean spiral structures. In this case we do not expect a vortex generation in the centre, because the
response is dominated by the near-field.Wefind fundamentally differentmodes, compared to the excitation
with planewaves, are excited byOAM light. These newmodes can be classified as darkmodes and can have a
quadrupolar character.

2. Theoretical background

2.1.Orbital angularmomentum light
The phase properties of a light beam can be characterized by its polarization state, which is connected to the spin
angularmomentum (SAM) of light, denoted by its handedness s=±1. An additional phase can be
superimposed, which leads to a helical wavefront, such that these light beams are also called twisted light. The
additional phase can be identified asOAMof the light beam and is quantified by the integer numberℓ.
Considering applications in quantum information technologies, it should be noted that in contrast to the SAM s,
which is restricted to two values, theOAMℓin principle can take infinite values. In the extreme limit, a single
photon carryingOAMcan be created, which can be used for quantumphenomena like entanglement [32]. For
themathematical description of twisted light beams different approaches exist, which differs in the radial profile,
for example Laguerre–Gaussian [33], Bessel function [34], and others [35], wherewe here consider Bessel beams,
because they are exact solutions ofMaxwell equations [36]. The vector potential of amonochromatic Bessel
beamwith frequencyω propagating along the z-axis with thewavevector qz in Cartesian coordinates {x, y, z} is
given by w= + + - -( ) ( ) [ ( )]t A A A t q zA r e e e, exp ix x y y z z z with the components [30, 34, 37]:

j= ℓ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ℓA t A J q rr, exp i , 1x r0

j= ℓ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ℓA t sA J q rr, i exp i , 2y r0

j= - ++ ℓ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ) ( )ℓA t s
q

q
A J q r sr, i exp i , 3z

r

z

s r0

with the radius = +r x y2 2 , the azimuthal anglej = ( )y xarctan , thewavevector in the transversal plane qr
and the amplitudeA0. ( )ℓJ q rr is the Bessel function of orderℓ. From the vector potential the electric field can be
readily derived via = -¶ ¶tE A .

The two quantumnumbersℓofOAMand s of SAMare strongly intertwined. In particular, it leads to the
distinction of two classes ofOAM light: the parallel class forℓand s having the same sign and the anti-parallel
class forℓand s having opposite sign [30]. Thefield patterns in the two classes are topologically different and also
do not evolve into each other in time. A snapshot of the electric field for the two classes is shown exemplarily in
figure 1(c) forOAMwithℓ=+1, s=+1 (parallel class) and = - = +ℓ s1, 1 (anti-parallel class). Thefield
patterns of light in the parallel class are characterized by a saddle point in themiddle and a two-fold symmetry.
Thefield patterns in the anti-parallel class are radially symmetric and in timewill cycle through radially and
azimuthally polarized fields [29, 30].

The interaction ofOAM light withmatter leads tomany new effects ranging fromunusual transition in
single particles likemolecules or semiconductor quantumdots [30, 38–41] to applications as tweezers in biology
[42, 43]. Due to the non-trivial spatial structure of theOAM light, theOAM-light–matter interaction has to be

Figure 1. (a)Geometry of the Archimedean spiral structure withm=4 elements in the xy-plane . (b)View in the xz-plane and beam
profiles of Bessel beamswithℓ=0, 1, 2. (c)A snapshot of the unit vectors of the electricfields forOAM light withℓ=±1 and
s=+1.
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treatedwith care [30, 44]. To describe the interaction ofOAM light with a plasmonic nanostructure, we perform
numerical simulation using the boundary elementmethod [45].

2.2. Archimedean spirals
The characteristics of anArchimedean spiral is that its radius increases whenmaking a rotation. For a single
rotation the increase in radius is given by

j
j
p

= +( ) ˜ ( )r r d
2

, 40

where r0 is the starting radius and after one rotation the radius has increased by the distance d̃ . A similar
structure is given by dividing a single rotation intom elements, where the distance between the starting point of
the one element and the end point of the other element is given by the distance d, such that the increase in radius
for each element rm is given by

j
j p

p
= +( ) ( ) ( )r r

d mmod , 2

2
5m 0

withmod being themodulus function giving the remainder of the division of jm by 2π. A sketch of the
segmented spiral is shown infigure 1(a). In a planar system,where all thewaves propagate within a 2Dplane, an
Archimedean spiral can generate a vortex, because eachwave travelling from a point of the structure to the
centre collects a phase, which is proportional to the distance of an infinitesimal curved small element of the
structure to the centre. Overall, all phase retardations result in a spiral phase profile along a circle around the
centre [2, 3]. For the generation of vortices in planar systems, it can be shown that both the single spiral and the
segmented spiral induce a similar phase relation if =d̃ md [2]. However, due to the reduced curvature, the
segmented spiral has reduced losses [8], hencewewill also consider the segmented spiral here. Note that the
number of segmentsm is also called topological charge of the spiral and is a geometrical property of the structure
[2, 4–6, 8, 11, 24, 46].

Here, wewill consider a segmentedArchimedean spiral consisting ofm=4 segments and each armof the
spiral ismade of a bent nanorod. In some sense this is the positive analogue to the groovedArchimedean spirals
fabricated in gold surface.We assume the spirals aremade of gold nanorodswith a radial cross-section of 40nm
diameter surrounded by air.We also compare this to amore realistic set-upwhere the structure is embedded
into amediumwith an effective refractive index of n=1.5, whichmimics a glass substrate and a coveragewith a
polymer. Such structures are widely used in nanoplasmonics and have the advantage of avoiding scattering
effects at the air/glass surface [47, 48]. The dielectric function of gold is taken from experimental data [49].We
then excite the gold structure with an external lightfield as described above and consider the scattered electric
fields.

3. Results

Wediscuss the optical excitation for two differently sizedArchimedean spirals: (1) amicrometer-sized spiral,
wherewe discuss if an optical vortex can be formed by exciting the structure using both planewave andOAM
light and (2) a nanometer-sized spiral, wherewe analyse the optical response of the spiral to an excitation using
OAM light.

3.1.Mircometer-sized spiral
For the grooved spiral in ametal system, it was found that a vortex of SPPs is generated, when the distance d
between the parts of the segmented spiral agrees with thewavelength of the propagating SPP [2, 7, 8].
Transferring this concept to light waves in air and considering an optical wavelength ofλopt=800 nm,we set
the distance to d=λopt.We assume a structure which holds several wavelengths andwe choose its radius to
r0=18 μm.The structure is illuminated by a light beam travelling from the bottom along positive z-direction
impinging on the plasmonic structure lying in the z=0-plane. The centre of the spiral is alignedwith the beam
axis. The transverse wavevector qr of the excitation field is chosen such that themaximumof the Bessel function
is at r0 as sketched infigure 1(b). For the zero-order Bessel function the value is chosen to 0.6 at r0, to achieve
similar intensity to the higher order Bessel beams.

We start with an excitation of the Archimedean spiral with planewave light, i.e. withℓ=0 and circular
polarization of s=±1. The top row infigure 2 shows the scattered electric fieldwithin the z=0-plane in an
area of 2μmaround the centre as indicated by the red box infigure 1(a). From left to right we present the real
part of the electric field patterns for s=+1, the intensity for s=+1 and the phases for s=±1. Thefield
pattern given byRe(Ex) is rotationally-symmetric around the z-axis and has a vortexwith vanishing amplitude
in the centre.Wefind fourminima and fourmaxima along the azimuthal direction. The corresponding y-
components of the electric field (not shown here) looks the same, but rotated. Thefield pattern for s=−1 is
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analogue forRe(Ex) anddiffers only in the sign ofRe(Ey). The intensity of the electricfield, defined as = ∣ ∣I E 2

including both real and imaginary parts, has a pattern of concentric rings.Note that the intensity can also be
obtainedby integrationover oneperiodof the real parts of thefields. Again, the intensity for s=−1 is the same. In
agreementwith the fourmaxima andminima in thefields, the phase exhibits four phase jumps.Note that the phase
is defined as the angleϑbetween the x- and y-component of the electricfieldwith J =( ) ( ) ( )E Etan Re Rey x . For
the twopolarizations s=±1 the rotationdirectionof the phase is inverted.When going clockwise on a circle
around the vortex, the phase increases from−π to+π for s=+1,while it decreases for s=−1. This leads to the
conclusion that the handedness of polarization remains in the scatteredfields. Thesefindings are a clear evidence
that theArchimedean spiral structure generates a vortexwith the topological charge v=4 in the scattered
opticalfield.

For experimental investigations of the observed effect, we take anArchimedean spiral structure surrounded
by an effectivemediumwith a refractive index of n=1.5. To fulfil the conditions for vortex generation, the
distance between the spiral segments is reduced to the effective wavelength in themediumwith ¢ = =d d n
l =n 533 nmopt . The corresponding figure is shown infigure 2 (bottom row).Wefind that the same effects
appear, but now all wavelengths are scaledwith the refractive index n of themedium. Accordingly, the distance
between the rings in the scattered field get smaller as seen infigure 2.

Next, we consider an excitationwith anOAM light beamwithℓ=±1,±2 as well as different polarizations
s=±1. The different rows infigure 3 display the fields for excitationwith varyingOAMℓ=±1,±2. The two
columns correspond to the different signs of polarization s=±1. Let us look first at an excitationwith positive
polarization s=+1 (left) and anOAM light beamwithℓ=+1 in thefirst row andℓ=−1 in the second row.
Again, we find a vortex in the centre of the spiral, but the number ofmaxima has change to 5 forℓ=+1 and to 3
forℓ=−1. In agreement with the number ofmaxima, the phase shows 5 and 3 jumps, respectively. Hence, the
topological charge of the vortex is v=5 and v=3, accordingly. This indicates that the topological charge of the
vortex v in am segmentedArchimedean spiral can be calculated by

= + ℓ∣ ∣ ( )v m . 6

The validity of the equation is confirmed, when considering an excitationwithℓ=±2 in the lowest two rows.
Herewefind a vortex with v=4+2=6 for an excitationwithℓ=2, displaying 6maxima in the electricfield
component and 6 phase jumps, and a vortexwith v=4−2=2, with 2maxima in the electric field component
and 2 phase jumps, for an excitationwithℓ=−2.While we find that theOAMof the exciting fields strongly
determines the topological charge of the vortex, the polarization s has been kept constant so far. Given that the
polarization strongly determines the electric field patterns of theOAM light and is strongly intertwinedwith the
OAMof the light, we now consider the influence of polarization by changing its value to s=−1 in the right
columnoffigure 3. The amplitude profiles stay the same for both polarization s=±1 only the phase rotation

Figure 2.Electric field component Re(Ex), intensity and phase of the scattered electricfield of anArchimedean spiral withm=4
elements for planewave excitationwith varying polarization s=±1. The refractive index of the embeddingmedium is n=1 (top
row) andn=1.5 nm (bottom row).
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direction is inverted as discussed for nonOAM light. This confirms that equation (6) does only depend on the
value ofOAMandnot on the polarization of the excitation.We remark that we have also checked the validity of
equation (6)withArchimedean spiral structures havingm=3 andm=5 (not shown).

Themechanism behind the vortex generation for the opticalfields can be understood by considering the
metallic spiral as a (perfect) electric conductor. As such the spiral structure describes a boundary condition
problem forwhich the solutions are given by the vortex fields. Adding to that the conditions of the exciting beam
given in equations (1) and (2), this explains the dependence of the vortex number onℓ, but not on s. These
equations clearly show that theOAMℓgives an additional spatial phase, which has to be taken into account for
the boundary conditions, while the polarization s does not. On the other hand, when only looking at the
longitudinal component of the electric field Ez, i.e. along the propagation direction (not shown), thefield
distribution goes withℓ+s (see equation (3)) and accordingly the generated vortex is of the order of
m+ℓ+s. However, the generated longitudinal component is orders ofmagnitudeweaker than the transversal
components, hence this effect is not seen in the totalfields.

Themechanism for the optical fields is slightly different to the vortex formation of SPP onmetallic surfaces.
For the SPPs the grooves in the surface act as a source of SPPs and the vortex formation can be described by an
interference pattern of waves running inside the spiral with the correct phase [2, 3, 5, 7]. A similar equation for
the vortex number has also been found [2, 4, 6, 11, 24, 46]. In the SPP case the vortexmanifests in the electric
field perpendicular to the surface, while with our positive structure we obtain a vortex in the transverse

Figure 3.Electric field component Re(Ex) and phase of the scattered electric field of anArchimedean spiral withm=4 elements for
OAM light excitationwithℓ=±1,±2 and s=±1.
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components of the electric field. For both cases, the unique geometry of the Archimedean spiral leads to an
interference pattern such that a vortex is generated.

The condition to create a vortex for themicrometer-sized spiral is d=λopt=800 nm. For an excitation
with light having awavelength slightly above and below 800nm,where this condition is notmet anymore, no
vortexwill form, but rather an irregular pattern appears. To achieve a vortex for a different wavelength, the
distance at the edges has to be adjusted.However, it is interesting to seewhat happens, if we excite the spiral with
d=800nmwith half thewavelength, i.e. withλ=400 nm. Expecting a similar behaviour of the spiral like a
waveguide, this should lead to an excitation of a higher ordermode. The corresponding results are shown in
figure 4 for an excitationwithℓ=0, s=1 andwithOAM light havingℓ=+1, s=+1. In themiddle of the
spiral, we again find that a vortex is formed, but the vortex number is different: forℓ=0 the vortex number is
v=8 and forℓ=+1 the vortex number is v=9. This can be summarized by rule

= + ℓ∣ ∣ ( )v m2 . 7

In otherwords, an excitationwith half thewavelength leads to the excitation of a higher ordermode, while the
OAMℓjust imposes the same phase relation and therefore just enters as before.We note that a small amplitude
at the centre appears, whichwe attribute to an influence of the z-component and the finite discretization.We
conclude that the vortex number v does not only depend on the segments of the spiral and the phase properties
of the exciting light, but also on thewavelength of the exciting light.

3.2. Nanometer-sized spiral
Seeing that the Archimedean spiral can be used to generate optical vortices, it is natural to askwhether such
structures also have a strong optical response regarding plasmonic resonances. To this end, we consider a
nanometer-sized Archimedean spiral, where localized surface plasmon resonances are expected to dominate the
optical response [48]. For rotationally arranged nanoantennas, the resonances induced byOAM light can be very
different to an excitationwith planewaves and the resonance behaviour strongly depends on both theOAMand
polarization of the light beams [29]. In particular, darkmodes (i.e.modes which cannot be excited by plane

Figure 4.Electric field component Re(Ex), intensity and phase of the scattered electricfield of anArchimedean spiral withm=4
elements for an excitationwithOAMvalues ofℓ=0,+1 and circular polarization s=+1 at the wavelengthλ=d/2=400 nm.
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waves) can be driven byOAM light. For the plasmonic resonance of a system, the size of the structure is typically
a fraction of thewavelengthwith a rule of thumbbeing that the size of a nanorod should be around half the
wavelength of the exciting field. Therefore, we now consider a nanostructure with a radius of r0=100 nmand a
distance d=80 nmbetween the segments.We illuminate the structure with anOAM light beamhaving a ratio
of thewavevectors qr/qz=0.1. In contrast to themicrometer-sized structure, we do not expect a vortex
generation as the response is dominated by the near-field.

To classify the brightmodes of the system,figure 5(a) shows the scattering cross-section as a function of the
wavelength for an excitationwith circularly polarized light havingℓ=0.We find that the scattering cross-
section exhibits two resonances, whichwe labelA andB, atλA=1000 nmandλB=640 nm, respectively. In
figure 5(c) the corresponding surface charge distribution is displayed. At resonanceA, the surface charge of only
two out of the four elements shows a dipolar character with a positive charge at one end and a negative charge at
the other end, while the other two elements exhibit a uniform surface charge. Note that the surface charge is
displayed for just one snapshot in time. The behaviour of the surface charge distributions can be explained by the
field patterns of the excitation field: at a given time allfield lines are pointing in the same direction just as for
planewaveswith circular polarization. Supposing that each element can be approximated by a dipole, only the
two rodswhose dipolemoments are in linewith the excitation field get excited. The other two elements, which
are perpendicularly aligned, remain nearly unaffected. This leads to the excitation of the brightmodeA.

Looking at its surface charges the resonanceB can be clearly identified as a higher ordermode.Wefind two
nodeswithin the surface charge of each element and the two ends of the elements have the same sign of charge.
Also here only two elements are affected due to the homogeneous orientation of the field patterns. Because
resonanceB is excited by planewaves, we classify it as a brightmode. The excitation of resonanceB is possible
under normal incidence, because the rod is bent such that the symmetry is slightly broken [47, 50].

Infigure 5(b) the scattering cross-section for an excitationwithOAM light havingℓ=±1 and s=±1 is
displayed.Wefind that three different resonances are excited. AtλB=640 nm the resonanceB is excited, while
the resonanceA is not found. Instead two new resonancesC andD are excited atλC=935 nmand
λD=1170 nm. Indeed, the surface charges corresponding to thesemodes are qualitatively different to
resonanceA. At resonanceCwefind that all four elements have a dipolar character and at the ends of two
different segments at r0 and r0+d the same sign is found. At resonanceD again all four elements have a dipolar
character, but the ends of neighbouring elements have different signs of surface charge. The energetic
positioning of themodesA,C andD can be reasonedwithin a hybridizationmodel [29, 51], where two rodswith
the same surface charges repel each other like in an anti-bondingmode and accordingly have a higher energy
(and shorter wavelength), while two rodswith the different surface charges attract each other like in bonding
mode and have a lower energy (and larger wavelength).

Figure 5. Scattering cross-section of Archimedean spiral with radius r0=100 nm for (a)nonOAM light withℓ=0 and for (b)OAM
light withℓ=±1. The corresponding (c) surface charge distribution (yellow=positive charge and blue=negative charge) and
(d) directional radiation pattern at resonance wavelength for different resonances (red=highR and blue=lowR).
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The two resonancesC andD are not equally excited by the fourOAM light beams. ResonanceC is excited by
OAM light withℓ=+1, s=+1 andℓ=−1, s=−1, i.e., by beams of the parallel class. On the other hand,
resonanceD is excited by beams of the anti-parallel class havingℓ=+1, s=−1 andℓ=−1, s=+1. This
difference can be explained by the differentfield patterns of the two classes shown infigure 1(c). In the parallel
class thefield patterns have a saddle point in themiddle exhibiting a two-fold symmetry reflecting the two-fold
symmetry of resonanceC. In contrast, in the anti-parallel class the field patterns cycle though radially and
azimuthally polarized fields giving rise to the azimuthal symmetry found in the surface charges of resonanceD.
There is also a difference in intensity between the two classes for resonanceB, showing a dichroistic behaviour
with the parallel class beingmore intense than the anti-parallel class [52].

The difference inmodesC andD tomodeA are further visible in the far-field radiation patterns which are
shown infigure 5(d). The radiation pattern consists of the real part of the product of the radial unit vector er with
the electricE andmagnetic fieldB on a surface of a sphere in the far-field, i.e.R∝ *´[ · ( )]e E BRe r . The radius
at each point of this sphere is scaledwith the amplitude ofR encoded also in the colour. FormodeAmost of the
power is radiated in z-direction upwards and downwards, which agrees with the Poynting vector for planewaves
pointing along the propagation direction. This radiation pattern has a typical dipole character with twowings.
ModeC offers a completely different behaviour.Most of the power is radiated in the transversal plane showing
fourwings being characteristic of a quadrupolarfield. The small asymmetry in the radiation pattern can be
explained by deviation in charge distribution froma perfect quadrupole such that an additional small dipole
contributes. The radiation ofmodeD lies also in the transverse plane, but shows an azimuthal shape, i.e. a higher
ordermode, corresponding to the azimuthal surface charge distribution. The radiation patterns underline the
finding that different resonancemodes of the Archimedean spiral are excited byOAM light.

The same behaviour of the resonances is found, when the spiral structure is embedded into a glass/polymer
mediumwith refractive index n=1.5. The only quantitative change is that the resonances red-shift. In the
embedded structure the dipole resonances are found at l¢ = 1435 nmA and l¢ = 860 nmB , while the resonance

excited byOAM light lie at l¢ = 1340 nmC and l¢ = 1690 nmD . In addition to the surroundingmedium, the
position of the resonances can be tuned by changing the geometry of the system, like length of the rods or the gap
d between the segments [53].

By changing the number of segments of the Archimedean spiral, a similar behaviour of the resonances is
expected.We have performed calculations form=3 andm=5 (not shown), which exhibit the same features
asm=4. For the excitationwith planewaves, a brightmode of typeA can be identified and also higher order
modes of typeB appear.When excitedwithOAM light, the brightmodeA vanishes in favour ofmodeC andD.
In particular, the azimuthally polarizedmodeD, where the ends of neighbouring elements have different signs of
the surface charge, will be excited at every geometry. FormodeC the behaviour ismore complicated, because
due to symmetry neighbouring elements cannot always have same sign. For odd spiral numbers the lack of
symmetry is compensated by single elements having temporarily zero surface charge. Nonetheless a similar
mode typeC is excited.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have considered the interaction ofOAM light with ametallic Archimedean spiral structure.
Depending on the scale of radius in comparison to the excitationwavelength the Archimedean spiral behaves
differently.

Using amicrometer-sized spiral we showed that an optical vortex can be generated in the centre of the spiral.
In this case the spiral acts as a conductor and imposes a boundary condition to the light, thereby generating the
optical vortex. The topological charge can be controlled by theOAMvalue of the exciting field, while it is
independent from the handedness of polarization. This shows that Archimedean spirals can be used to generate
an optical vortex.

Considering the interaction ofOAM light with a nanometer-sized Archimedean spiral, the optical response
is dominated by the near-field andwe found pronounced resonances originating from localized SSPs. The
resonances are of different type compared to the excitation of planewave and are thus classified as darkmodes,
which have a quadrupolar and an azimuthal character excited byOAM light of the parallel and anti-parallel class,
respectively.

Our results underline the importance of the distinct architecture of theArchimedean spiral geometry when
considering the interaction ofOAM light withmatter, supporting the ongoing search for structures to efficiently
generate and detect OAM light, which are needed to use theOAMof light in quantum information technology.
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